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Weinburg (1976) has described some recent initiatives on a subject reminiscent of American industrial relations in the 1940's, namely union-management cooperation (Golden and Parker, 1955). Conceptually, union-management cooperation is integrative collective bargaining, defined by Walton and McKersie (1965) as the "system of activities [by negotiators] instrumental to the attainment of objectives which are not in conflict with those of the other party and which therefore can be integrated to some degree" (p. 5). Collective bargaining also includes distributive bargaining, defined as a system of activities to resolve conflicts of interests between parties (p. 4). According to Walton and McKersie the individual orientations and group patterns of communication and decision making which facilitate distributive bargaining interfere with effective integrative bargaining.

Preliminary reports of these initiatives in union-management cooperation provide an opportunity to examine an extension of the Walton and McKersie theory of collective bargaining. A single collective bargaining system may reconcile the contradictory conditions facilitating integrative or distributive bargaining based on an interesting set of findings by Lawrence and Lorsch in their study of manufacturing firms (1969). In effective firms, both individual orientations and the degree of formality in departments varied to meet the demands of different departmental tasks. This finding is often referred to as the differentiation hypothesis. In much the same way, both union and management might form specialized groups for the task of integrative bargaining in addition to existing structures designed for effective distributive bargaining.

The purpose of this paper is (1) to propose an interorganizational structure based on the Lawrence and Lorsch differentiation hypothesis and
intended to facilitate integrative bargaining between union and management and (2) to explore that structure and some of its implications by focusing on a case study. Since Walton and McKersie's theory of collective bargaining refers both to interpersonal and interorganizational activities, its application requires detailed examination of the behavior of organizational representatives. The present study relies on direct observation of union and management representatives in a series of meetings aimed at integrative bargaining.

Cooperative Problem Solving

Because Walton and McKersie do not distinguish between integrative bargaining as a behavioral process and the substantive issues appropriate to it, the term cooperative problem solving is used here to denote only the behavioral process of integrative bargaining. This behavioral process involves both parties attempting to identify problems where their interests coincide, searching for alternative solutions, ordering these alternatives, and selecting preferred course of action.

Cooperative problem solving may refer to any substantive issue. Walton and McKersie (1965:129) implied that economic issues are not likely topics for such problem solving because the benefits to one party are costs to the other. However, under the Scanlon Plan, union leaders and members have successfully engaged in cooperative problem solving over economic topics (Frost, et. al., 1974). In addition, recent contract settlements in the steel and airlines industries have included no-strike pledges by the unions in return for the arbitration of economic as well as other issues. For these reasons, this paper simply defines cooperative problem solving as a
behavioral process and treats its topics for discussion as an open and empirical question.

As noted above, Walton and McKersie have hypothesized that cooperative problem solving is facilitated by certain individual orientations, communication and decision making patterns. Group problem solving is expected to proceed most effectively when individuals are both motivated to solve a common problem and trust other group members (Walton and McKersie, 1965; Zand, 1972). In addition, problems in collective bargaining often require innovative solutions. For the generation of such innovative solutions, effective problem solving is hypothesized to require communication among all members in decision making and the sharing of relevant information (Walton and McKersie, 1965; Shull, Delbeq, and Cummings, 1970).

As Walton and McKersie have noted, however, these orientations and communication practices do not benefit the respective parties when their objectives conflict. Trusting the other party, sharing information, and allowing unrestricted participation in discussion add to the power of the opposing party. The traditional tactics of distributive bargaining recognize this vulnerability and control both communication patterns and information sharing. These bargaining tactics reflect individual and collective distrust of the other party. However, they impede effective cooperative problem solving.

How are union leaders and managers to cope with the conflicting demands of these two processes? Walton and McKersie implied that the parties will adopt overall orientations and patterns of communication and decision which compromise these demands rather than shifting between two extremes (pp. 166-167). Several case histories of collective bargaining relationships have also described bargaining relationships in average or modal terms
(Golden and Parker, 1955; Derber, Chalmers, and Edelman, 1965). Rather than relying on a single behavioral process in dealing with the other party, either the union or the management or both may develop specialized structures to engage in cooperative problem solving. Such specialization corresponds to the specialized orientation and organization of particular departments observed by Lawrence and Lorsch in manufacturing firms facing a variety of task demands from their environment (1969). Extending their analysis to union-management relationship suggests the following hypothesis:

Both union and management can facilitate cooperative problem solving by differentiating structures for problem solving from groups engaged in other collective bargaining activities.

An operational definition of differentiation can be developed from the customary activities connecting a union and management; those activities include contract negotiation, contract administration, and consultation. Most frequently, contract negotiations and the resolution of grievances in contract administration can be assumed to require distributive bargaining from their participants, i.e. union officers, committee members, stewards, business agents and the industrial relations staff within management. Therefore, a structure specializing in cooperative problem solving would systematically exclude individuals who routinely handle those distributive activities. Such a structure might involve either a formal group or occasional meetings.

The differentiation hypothesis predicts that such groups would engage in more cooperative problem solving regardless of the issues they discuss. Certainly such a specialized structure poses problems of coordination and control both to the union and the management. While this paper focuses on the facilitation of cooperative problem solving, these issues as
well as the relative importance of such a process are treated briefly in the discussion section after a review of some empirical results.

Review of Recent Initiatives in Union-Management Cooperation

Existing descriptions of union-management cooperation have limited usefulness as tests of this hypothesis. Such descriptions are largely anecdotal and lack sufficient detail to determine the extent of cooperative problem solving. As defined above, cooperative problem solving is a behavioral process; therefore neither the issues discussed (where interests may overlap, e.g. increasing employment levels) nor the fact of ultimate agreement between the parties requires the existence of cooperative problem solving. Both may and often have resulted from distributive bargaining.

Based on the existing descriptions of recent initiatives in union-management cooperation, Table 1 summarizes the extent of structural differentiation in several cases (Column 5) and assesses the extent of cooperative problem solving (Column 6). The preliminary descriptions provide general support for the differentiation hypothesis: High levels of cooperative problem solving were reported in the only two cases with some structures excluding both union officials and management industrial relations specialists from the problem-solving groups. These differentiated structures appeared under the Scanlon Plan and in the National Quality of Work Center's project at the Tennessee Valley Authority.¹ None of the other Quality of Work Committees nor the Employment and Security Committees in the steel industry included

¹ The National Quality of Work Center (NQWC) is a non-profit organization affiliated with the University of Michigan, whose aim is the creation of joint labor-management efforts to improve the quality of working life.
### Table 1: The extent of structural differentiation and cooperative problem solving in selected cases of union-management cooperation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Union Involved</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Cooperative Problem Solving</th>
<th>Extent/Example</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Relations Committee</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>United Steelworkers</td>
<td>Industry-wide</td>
<td>Low/Low/Subcommittees of technical experts</td>
<td>High/Off-the-record discussions, no time limit for decisions</td>
<td>Orr (1973)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment Security &amp; Productivity Committee</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>United Steelworkers</td>
<td>Plant-level</td>
<td>Low/Low/Plant committees include stewards and I.R. staff</td>
<td>Moderate/Discussion includes attempts to bargain improvements in grievance settlements</td>
<td>Recent Initiatives (1976)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scawlon Plan</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Company or Plant(s)</td>
<td>High/High/Production committees include specially elected worker representatives &amp; line managers</td>
<td>High/Widespread participation in discussions</td>
<td>Frost, Wakeley, &amp; Ruh (1974)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Work Committee (1)</td>
<td>Ruatson</td>
<td>United Mine Workers</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Moderate/1/Two union officials on low-level committee</td>
<td>1/Grievances also resolved by committee</td>
<td>Recent Initiatives (1976); The First Eighteen Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Work Committee (2)</td>
<td>Haywood Int'l</td>
<td>United Auto Workers</td>
<td>Plant</td>
<td>Moderate/1/Steward on low-level committee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The First Eighteen Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Work Committee (3)</td>
<td>Tennessee Valley Authority</td>
<td>Tennessee Valley Engineers Association, Office &amp; Professional Employees International</td>
<td>Plant</td>
<td>High/High/Low-level committee elected by workers</td>
<td>High/Workshop to identify division problems</td>
<td>Recent Initiatives (1976); The First Eighteen Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna, Inc.</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>United Auto Workers</td>
<td>Plant</td>
<td>Moderate/1/Union representatives on low-level committees</td>
<td>1/Top committee makes decisions by consensus</td>
<td>Recent Initiatives (1976)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Mediation &amp; Conciliation Service: Relationships by Objectives Program</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Low/Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Recent Initiatives (1976)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Notes:**

a. Structural differentiation was coded as follows: low if all members of some cooperative structure are specially elected by the workers; high if all structures are composed of union officials; moderate if all structures have at least some union officials, moderate; low if all structures have at least some union officials, moderate; for the management, if some structure has only line managers, high; if all structures are composed of industrial relations staff, low; if all structures have industrial relations staff as members, moderate.

b. Cooperative problem solving was coded from the brief descriptions available based on the breadth of participation among individuals in the specialized group, the range of information shared and topics discussed, and the reliance on consensus to make decisions (Schein, 1969).
such an exclusive structure. The anecdotal literature also includes examples where less differentiated structures have experienced greater difficulty in maintaining cooperative problem solving. The only exception to the association between high differentiation and cooperative problem solving occurred in the Human Relations Committee in the steel industry. The union technical experts serving on subcommittees in that case may well be more free of pressures towards distributive bargaining than "line" union officials. Thus, a set of existing cases of union-management cooperation support the general differentiation hypothesis.

The general differentiation hypothesis rests on Lawrence and Lorsch's theory of organizational design and on Walton and McKersie's propositions that effective cooperative problem solving (integrative bargaining) and distributive bargaining require different orientations and behaviors from the individuals participating in these processes. The same propositions also imply other effects on individuals involved in a specific case of union-management cooperation. In order to illustrate these hypothesized effects, this paper relies on an intensive analysis of one case of union-management cooperation.

Hypotheses

Prior to examining the case, three hypotheses were derived from the two theoretical analyses just mentioned:

1. Where a specialized structure for cooperative problem solving exists, its participants will engage in more cooperative behavior over time because such behavior is facilitated by excluding individuals drawn from distributive bargaining activities. (In cooperative problem solving, participants develop orientations of trust in the group, communicate openly, and decide issues by consensus.)
2. When an individual from a distributive position in either the union or management engages in cooperative problem solving, the individual will receive pressure from his or her constituency to rely on behavior appropriate to distributive bargaining;

3. In order to cope with this pressure, the individual will withdraw from the structures involving cooperative problem solving.

In order to test either these specific hypotheses or the general differentiation hypothesis requires a detailed longitudinal description of the interpersonal behavior of representatives from the union and the management. This level of detail is required because:

1. these hypotheses refer specifically to the behavior of these representatives, not to the entire relationship between the union and management;

2. these hypotheses refer to the orientations, communications, and decision making between these representatives: e.g. who communicates with whom, what information is shared, and what language used, and not to the issues discussed; and

3. these hypotheses refer to the structure's facilitative effects on cooperative problem solving over time.

Methodology

In order to explore these hypotheses, this study examines an intensive description of the meetings of a union-management committee charged with establishing an experimental program to improve the quality of working life in a large, voluntary hospital located in an urban area in the Northeast. The case description is part of a larger research project and only the information relevant to these hypotheses is presented here. The joint committee included members of the hospital administration, an attending physician, and representatives of the three employee associations covered by collective bargaining agreements at the time of the case; one association
of the residents and interns, another association for nurses, and a union as the association for other direct care and support workers such as nursing aides, housekeeping staff, and dietary staff. Each association was affiliated with larger organizations: city and state associations for the resident staff and nurses respectively and an international union for the other hospital workers.

The quality of work life program was initiated by the National Quality of Work Center (NQWC) as an experiment to improve both the satisfaction derived by workers from their jobs and the performance of the work organization. This program received funding from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to support the efforts of an outside consultant towards these objectives and also to support an independent assessment of the program's effects. Originally, the Center suggested the program to the international union representing the hospital workers. At the instigation of that union, the three employee associations met with the hospital's administration and agreed to participate in this program. This case history describes the meetings held by a union-management committee designated by the administration and these three employee associations: (1) to identify a unit within the hospital for the experimental program and (2) to select a consultant to undertake the program. Besides representatives of the hospital administration and the employee associations, these meetings typically included a representative from NQWC and a member of the university-affiliated team assessing the effectiveness of the program.

The raw data for this study consisted of a diary maintained by the independent program-assessment team. At least one member of this team described each meeting of the union-management committee. The content of
this diary varied over time. Some entries described the frequency and
direction of communication among the members of the committee. All entries
listed the meeting's participants, an assessment of its climate, particular
problems discussed by the committee, and specific comments made by committee
members. In order to explore the hypotheses enumerated above, this report
focused on behavior in this committee by the representative of the inter-
national union of hospital workers. He was a full-time, paid member of the
international union staff responsible for supporting the local representing
this hospital. He was selected for attention in this report because the
international union is more typical of collective-bargaining agents than
the "quasi-unions" representing the doctors and nurses. The diary entries
were examined with these hypotheses in mind for evidence supporting or
modifying their substance.

This data is admittedly rough but suited to the exploratory nature
of the topic.

Results

The international staff representative moved through three stages
in his involvement with the Committee during the 10 months and 19 meetings
covered by this report:

Initially, he participated actively in Committee discussions and
moved from an orientation of suspicion to trust in the Committee members.
For example, at the outset, he raised concerns about the number of admistra-
tion representatives on the Committee because a number of administrators had
shown up unexpectedly at the first meeting of this designated Committee.
After nine meetings, however, he dropped this concern and indicated that
unequal representation was no problem, "I trust everyone."
Indeed, he became the focal member of the Committee, ranking first in frequency of participation in half the meetings. Under the Committee's rule of rotating responsibility for its direction, he chaired the first Committee interview with a prospective consultant for the program. After this high point of involvement, he referred to the Committee as "my baby."

Because of the group's slow development in accomplishing its tasks, the independent assessment team proposed the use of a process consultant to assist the group (Schein, 1969). With the assistance of that consultant the group continued to work on its assigned tasks.

After about 5 months of meetings, external events increased pressure on the union representative from his constituency concerning his participation in the Committee. A new hospital director took office and initiated a separate program to increase productivity. At the same time, the municipal government providing support to the hospital experienced a financial crisis which threatened both the hospital and the union. Both developments made cooperation with management unpopular politically. At this point, the international representative missed two consecutive Committee meetings. The comments of other Committee members during those meetings described him as personally threatened by his involvement in the Committee with its heavy management and professional membership and by the possibility of imposed productivity changes. Both the President and a Vice President of the international union were described in the meetings as skeptical about participation in the Committee. As the representative commented on his return, after missing these meetings, "I can't hobnob for an hour a week and then face you as the opposition if necessary."
The union representative did return to participate in the Committee's meeting, but over the course of the next two meetings he specified his role more carefully. He repeated his willingness to work with the Committee and offered to clarify with his union the difference between the quality-of-work program and any unrelated productivity changes. However, he stipulated for the first time that this committee's proposals were not final, presumably reserving that decision to the union. Finally, he stated that he would be unable to attend the Committee's meetings in the future; he would send an assistant in his stead. With the union representatives active participation, the Committee completed two major tasks during this 10 month period: selecting a ward for the quality-of-work program and retaining a consultant to initiate the program.

Conclusion

Three hypotheses in this study elaborated upon the general differentiation hypothesis of Lawrence and Lorsch as applied to collective bargaining: namely that a union-management group separated from distributive bargaining activities will engage in more cooperative problem solving. The first hypothesis specified the effects of such a differentiated structure; the second hypothesis predicted pressure on participants in an undifferentiated structure who engage in cooperative problem solving; and the third hypothesis identified one means of reducing that pressure, namely withdrawal. In an overall assessment of this case, the Committee, an undifferentiated structure, included a full-time union official and a personnel administrator from management. Nonetheless, the Committee successfully engaged in cooperative problem solving despite the tension experienced by participants
and threats of withdrawal. Thus the results provide mixed support for the general differentiation hypothesis.

Examining the results relevant to the first hypothesis suggests its modification: a committee devoted to issues of common union-management interest may engage in some cooperative problem solving despite the presence of participants accustomed to distributive bargaining. These participants may develop trust in representatives from the other side, communicate freely with them, and decide these issues by consensus. This case does provide evidence of the difficulty in achieving effective group problem solving and the usefulness of a process consultant in improving the groups operations. However, that difficulty is common to all problem-solving groups. Thus, establishing a union-management group to deal with common problems does not guarantee effective group problem solving, but such problem solving is possible even between representatives drawn from adversarial roles.

The second and third hypotheses identified potential problems for such undifferentiated groups. Their support in this study reaffirms the utility of more differentiated structures composed of specially elected union representatives and line managers rather than the industrial relations staff. In support of the second hypothesis, the union representative encountered two conflicting expectations. His constituents expected an adversarial stance, but an effective committee required trust, open communication, and consensual decisions. More specifically, committee membership required regular attendance in meetings with management representatives at the same time the union membership questioned any cooperation with management by its representatives. The union representative experienced conflict between these two roles (Katz and Kahn, 1966). In support of the third
hypothesis, the union representative reported considering withdrawal from the Committee, presumably as a means to resolve this role conflict. He missed two meetings when this conflict developed. Later, he also suggested his personal withdrawal from the Committee and replacement with a representative. These actions suggest the appeal of withdrawal as a means to cope with conflicting demands. However, the representative remained a participant in the meetings during and subsequent to the period analyzed; but, he returned to the Committee in a redefined role, more consistent with the demands of his constituents. Thus, while withdrawal remains a possible resolution for role conflict, an individual or organization may develop alternative procedures to cope with this conflict.

**Discussion**

The results for these last two hypotheses support the Walton and McKersie propositions that different conditions facilitate distributive bargaining and cooperative problem solving. One structure attempting both activities experienced problems when the requirements of the two were in conflict. One participant in the dual-purpose structure in this case experienced such role conflict.

A structure differentiated in its composition according to the Lawrence and Lorsch findings and devoted to cooperative problem solving remains a viable strategy to prevent role conflict and its potential disruptive consequences, such as withdrawal. Either the union or management in a relationship might propose such a differentiated structure.

That suggestion of a differentiated union-management structure rests on a normative assertion, namely that the union and management, the
two parties in a collective bargaining system, should have the capability of cooperative problem solving to assist in reaching accommodation. In cooperative problem solving, the parties may identify common problems and develop their innovative solutions for them (Blake, Shepard, and Mouton, 1964). However, there is little empirical support for this normative position. Therefore, research is required on the benefits of cooperative problem solving for the parties, their constituents (the union membership and the organization's owners), and the society. In the meantime, parties interested in experimenting with these benefits might well rely on differentiated structures to facilitate cooperative problem solving.

The parties must coordinate their involvement in such differentiated structures with their distributive bargaining activities: contract negotiation and administration. Galbraith (1973) has summarized how business organizations coordinate such differentiated activities. Examples of the coordinating techniques he discusses can be identified in existing cases of union-management cooperation as well. At the early developmental stages of a problem-solving committee, such as a quality-of-work committee, simple rules can coordinate the committee's activities with ongoing grievances and contract concerns (e.g., no contract or grievable topic will be addressed in committees). Most quality-of-work committees are established under such rules. The Scanlon Plan follows a similar pattern. As the committee develops and considers complex problems, such rules provide less protection. In the later stages of development, the hierarchy of offices within the two organizations can coordinate such actions. For example, in most Scanlon Plans, the local union president sits on the higher level committees to assure that no contract terms are compromised (Strauss and Sayles, 1957).
As an alternative use of the existing hierarchy, McGregor and Scanlon (1948) reported that a union-management committee on job evaluation only considered worker requests for job evaluations after the local union's executive board first cleared the request. Finally, both the union's leadership and the management's industrial relations staff might develop more complicated coordinating systems involving goal setting for committee members or liaison roles between the committee and existing distributive activities. The international representative in the present case proposed such a liaison role as a substitute for his sitting on the Committee. In any event, the existence of a differentiated structure for cooperative problem solving poses problems for both union and management in coordinating such structures with their overall collective bargaining strategies.

The limited evidence reviewed above suggested that a differentiated group can facilitate cooperative problem solving, but this technique is neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition for a cooperative process. The National Planning Association cases (Golden and Parker, 1955) and Northrup and Young's (1968) review of the original presentations have identified a number of conditions favoring union-management cooperation: the attitude of top management towards the union, an organization's favorable economic position, and the history of peaceful relationships between the two parties. If several of these conditions are unfavorable, probably neither the positive attitudes emphasized by McGregor (1955) nor the structural change discussed here will lead to cooperative problem solving. In unfavorable economic conditions and conflict-ridden relationships, a differentiated structure might only provide one additional arena for distributive bargaining. Conversely, a neatly differentiated structure is not the only means to
cooperation. Some combination of leadership, experience, and skill may allow opposing negotiators to engage in cooperative problem solving without differentiation of structures (Walton and McKersie, 1965). An external crisis may also stimulate such a process. Thus, a differentiated structure for cooperative problem solving may facilitate the process; it neither guarantees nor defines such a process.

The adoption of differentiated structures may be critical in encouraging more cooperative problem solving in the particular industrial relations system in the United States. Labor unions in this country are especially well developed at the local-work-place level. Full-time local-union officials, detailed collective bargaining agreements including local supplements to national contracts and active local unions provide little room in an organized workforce for informal attempts at cooperative problem solving between managers and workers outside the scope of union control. Where local unions take such an active part in distributive bargaining with management a separate, formal structure for cooperative problem solving may be required in the already formalized collective bargaining system. For example, a differentiated group might reduce some of the pressure on union representatives described in this case.

This paper describes conceptually and investigates empirically a modification in the customary organization of union and management for collective bargaining. In the modification, a group of representatives from both sides specializes in cooperative problem solving and plays no role in the traditional distributive bargaining activities (contract negotiations and administration, i.e. grievance handling). While the committee in this case did not specialize in cooperative problem solving, the pattern of
results here, under the Scanlon Plan and in the TVA quality-of-work project supports the viability of such specialized groups. Such a group should facilitate cooperative problem solving, a process with potential but largely untested value in addressing the problems of union and management.
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